To Whom It May Concern:

This letter has been written to confirm that Simple Truths Complete Collection of Titles is a sole source product. The Complete Collection of Titles is published, sold and distributed exclusively by Simple Truths.

Simple Truths maintains all copyright privileges for their products and these products must be purchased directly from the company. There are no agents or dealers authorized to represent these products and no division of Simple Truths has any right of sub-license to make a similar or competing product.

Simple Truths warrants that no other items or products are available for purchase that would serve the same purpose or function and there is only one price for the above-named product because of exclusive distribution and marketing rights.

If you desire additional information, please contact Lance at the toll-free number 800-900-3427 x110,

Email lvanderhagen@simpletruths.com

Sincerely,

Mac Anderson
Founder